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NEW SELF-PA CE COLLEGE TO O PEN
College IV is (he name given
to the college which is now in
the planning stage here. If all
goes well, it will take its place
with the College of Arts and
Sciences, William James College,
and Thomas Jefferson College
during the 1973-74 school year.
College IV, as it is now
planned,
is
described
as
“ self-paced” and “ modular.”
The modular concept is at the
heart of the new college. The
module is the unit of study,
which the college will offer in
contrast to the “ courses” which
the other colleges offer. Bach
module will require oniy a short
time to complete, usually less
than two weeks. The completion
of one module allows the
student to go on to the next
module, and so on.
Robert Toft, Dean of College
IV, believes that mastery of the
material presented in the module
is essential. Therefore, before a
student can move to a new
module, he will have to exhibit
at least a 90% comprehension of
the materia! contained in the
module he is enrolled. This
figure allows a 5% error in
tribute to the fact that nobody's
perfect, and a 5% testing error.
In order to allow each
student to achieve mastery of
every module, College IV must
be self paced. As Toft now plans
it, a student would not be
penalized for being either fast or
slow, in contrast to a regular
term system where the fast
student is held back and wastes

and how it fits into the whole
series he is pursuing.
Once the student understands
what he is to study and why he
is to study it. he begins work on
the study guide., This guide
contains all of the information
the student needs to complete
the module. It will come as a
packet which may contain
written
material, tape, or
microfilche. Occassionally the
student may be sent to the
library or other resource, but as
much of the module as possible
will be self-contained. It is Toft’s
hope that the student will not be
tied down to one specific place,
such as a lab or computer center,
but will instead be free to study
at home or whereever else is
convenient.
After completion of the
study guide, the student will be
presented with a self assessment.
The self assessment will enable
the student to find out whether
or not he is really ready to be
tested on the material. If he
finds he is not ready he can
brush up on his deficiencies
before he takes the final
assessment.
The final assessment is given
with the instructor present. It is
corrected immediately upon
completion and the student can
see then what he did wrong, if
anything. If the student has not
mastered the material, he will
know his weakness and then

correct it.
Modules in the same subject
area will be strung together in
groups. An integrative module
will be fiven every so often to tic
the individual modules together.
Although there is uncertainty in
this area. Toft hopes that a type
of
super
credit
can
be
implemented to accompany the
integrative modules.
The core of the College IV
program will be the curricular
matrix. The matrix will consist
of all the modules offered. It is
hoped that when fully developed
the matrix will contain from five
to ten thousand modules.
Different types of modules
will be designed to provide
different types of learning
experiences. Methods are being
studied for the incorporation of
group
discussions, tutorials,
siminars, and problem centered
projects into the modular
format. The modular format is
also expected to be flexible
enough to lend itself to adult
education
and
non-degree
education. Prospective students
will be able to pick and choose
among the thousands of modules
for those that fit their specific
need.
The fee structure as it now
stands presents a problem in the
above plan. One module would
not necessarily equal one credit,
and the completion of modules
would not correlate with the end

of a term. Yet payment of
tuition is now based on credits
and terms. Dean Toft would like
to see a fee structure based on a
price per module. As things now
stand, though, says Toft, this
system
does
not
appear
compatable with the G.V.S.C.
structure.
College IV hopes to utilize all
of the available media to the
best advantage. All media will be
used, but more will be favored
over the others. Toft explained
that the college will “exploit the
media which helps the student
achieve the objectives."
Only achievement will be
recorded
on
the
college
transcripts. An internal Record of

attempts will be kept for the
benefit of the student and his
advisors, but only those modules
which the student completes will
be placed on the official record
The space shortage will not
be aggravated much by the
addition of the new college No
lecture space and little classroom
space will be needed Laboratory
space will be used, bu' on a
more efficient basis. The basic
space needed will be faculty
office space clustered around a
large lounge area which can be
used
for
discussion
and
meetings. The faculty offices
will be used -for tutorials and
testing, as well as counseling.

Foreign language
Te s tin g
Information bulletins and
registration forms for the
Graduate
School
Foreign
Language Tests are available at
the Foreign Language Office in
LSH 210. The Graduate School
Foreign Language Test measures
ability to read and understand
professional literature written in
French, Ferman Russian, or
Spanish. They can be used to
measure proficiency at or near
the end of an undergraduate
program of study or a graduate
reading course in the language,

or to assess the foreign language
reading proficiency of those who
ju d g e. their preparation to be
adequate without formal course
work. Test scores are used by
many graduate institutions to
fulfill the foreign language
requirement
for
advanced
degrees. The tests will be given
on four dates at three different
occassions in Michigan during
the 1972-73 academic year. AU
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Schoktships via
Campus

M inistry

The Campus Ministry Council
has established a scholarship
fund. The purpose of the
scholarship is to encourage
G.V.S.C. students in research
projects in the general area of
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the bulletin available from the
Foreign Language Department.

lim » »mt the tlnw student is left

SShind and lost.
A standard module will
contain eight elements. First and
second will be the prerequisites
and pretest. If a student does
will on his pretests, he may be
able to skip the prerequisite; if
he does not do well, he may
have to retake the prerequisites.
The third element of the
module will be the stated
objective of the module. The
stu d e n t will know exactly what
is expected of him before he
begins. There will be no question
as to what skills or knowledge
will have to be demonstrated in
order to complete the module.
Dean Toft feels that this will
eliminate much of the doubt and
anxiety found in traditional
systems.
A statement of rationale will
be given next. This statement
will allow the student to
understand the reason why he
should learn what he is studying
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MAKE M APPOanMENT WITH US TODAY
AMD START YOUR RK HAIR ROUTINE.

Campvs Buildings Jam m ed
last Day to Register
to Vote is Tomorrow
“ Are you registered to vote?”
This ia iiic uucm iui'i GriSu
V*.lley students, fsculty, snd
staff have been hearing more
often than any other since
classes began last Wednesday.
Those students who are in
Thomas Jefferson and William
James Colleges were first asked
the patriotic question when they
signed up for their classes.
With tables 9et up at both
ends of the campus the voter
registration campaign is able to
approach nearly every member
of the Grand Valley Colleges
community.
“ S tu d e n ts
have
been
registering in pleasingly large
numbers ’.’ says Steve Tharp, one
of the deputy registrars from
Allendale township. Another
volunteer, f t awe ~AJI— ■,
that that particular day alone
there were 100 students from
Grand Valley’s campus who had
registered. Mr. Allman is also
campus co-ordinator for the
M cG ovem -S hriver

campaign

Headquarter* in Grand Rapids. A
N ix o n - A g n e w
cam paign
representative within the voter
registration
campaign,
was
unable to be
found for
cpmment.
Many students that were
previously registered in their
home town have requested to
transfer their official residence
to their present address. There is
—- — _
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registration campaign as to why
students are transfering their
residency. Many deputy voter
registrars agree that residency
fr««iefuve
4M iriflliPnr^H Sv;
u i u i 9 iv « »
proposals on the Georgetown

and Allendale township ballots
tO
uiiM
tire
respective
townships “ wet“ -alcoholwise.
The
dormitories
and
the
apartment complexes of Grand
River Apts., Campus View Apts.,
and Grand Valley Apartments
are in Allendale and Georgetown
townships.
A mini-questionnaire asking
students if they were previously
registered and/or if they could
assist
in
the
registration
campaign, was attached to a
registration information letter.
This letter was mailed to each
student by Sheila Carter, a
member of the Committee on
Campus Life. According to Ms.
Carter there has been a
surprisingly high percentage of
replies to the questionnaire. Ms.
OiKw — wtiow S that, “Most of
the returned questionnaires were
from people already registered
and a few peopie who wanted to
volunteer their services as a
deputy registrar.
Allendale townshio alone has
deputized 14 people to assist in

registering voters in its township.
T W a
» *«w
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Allendale township. 28 people
were initially deputized as voter
registrars for the Grand Valley
campus.
After extensive and persistent
questioning by various residents
of Georgetown township, the
Georgetown township clerk has
allowed one person to be
deputized as a voter regitrar.
Even with the knowledge of
secretary of state Austin’s
directive to do whatever possible
to make it convenient for
students
to
register,
the
Georgetown
township clerk
refused, at first to deputize
anyone. Georgetown township
includes
Jenison
and
the
apartment complexes of Campus
View Apartments and Grand
Valley Apartments.
Students
in Georgetown
township
who
have
not
registered and wish to do so on
campus, should contact Donald
Barker at 895-6609.
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New Book by Prof Alkema
A new practical introduction
to innovative art for young
L
*»
people
U W
tv v v m t/
released in Chester J. ALkema’s
newest
book,
ALKEMA’S
COM PLETE
GUIDE
TO
CREATIVE ART FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE, T hrough descriptions
and pictures the book highlights
a a
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If you plan to
DRINK

at any of the local taverns or bars,
*€ suggest the following:

The munber of students
attending Grand Valley this year
is up nearly 1,000 over last year.
The number of faculty is up well
over fifty. The number of new
buildings which can be utilized
by the students end faculty is
zero. In order to accommadate
the increased population of
GVSC, the buildings which were
already here had to remodeled.
As s result, s u s y of the
buildings on campus no longer
appear the same on the inside,
nor do they -rrve the same
function as they were originally
intended to. A quick rundown
of ine changes wrought by
summer might be appropriate
both for the returning student
who
is
wondering
what
happenned and the entering
student who wonders at the odd
layout of some buildings.
In Lake Michigan Hall, much
of the change took place
upstairs. The area on the other
side than the Grand Traverse
Room had been mainly meeting
rooms and science labs. This
summer the nursing program
moved in. Offices were set up in
room 274 and 249 is being made
into a nursing lab. Both had
been meeting rooms. A room
which had belonged to TJC has
been made into a science lab.
Downstairs in Lake Michigan
two more labs have been built.
One is a iai
fui CA? »mi iiic
other is a mouse lab for TJC.
One of the biggest changes on
campus has been in Seidman
House. Seidman was originally
designed as a lounge area for
students, the only one on the

suggestions to stimulate young
people beyond the “ lollipop”
tree and salt box house; to find
new expressions in art through
everyday experiences; and, how
to use a multitude of materials
in new views of life and
imagination.
The book is published by
Sterling Publishing Co., Inc.,
New York, and in England and
Australia, by Oak Tree Press Co.,
Ltd., London and Sydney. It
win soon be available to parents,
teachers,
and
all
others
interested in art for young
people, at area bookstores.
Alkenu. associate professor
of art in the College o f Arts and
Sciences of Grand Valley State
is a resident of 631

If you have I.D. that has been
altered 1n any way, get It replaced,
even If you are 18. A good bar
tender will not accept altered I.D.
If you don't have a driver's license,
go to the State Police Post and get a
State of Michigan Identification Card.
If you are the driver when you go ojft,
stay sober. Ve want you to cose back
again in good health.

C a e rfM f mi the S«a»v» » y
« • Iha C b rls tM S tre e

Wanted: Students let me type
term papers, them , etc.
254 per page or what you caa
afford. 13 years experience. Call
anytime. C al 457-1223. Irmhna.
For Sale: Harmony electric
•altar Fast action. Decent
round. H olow body, two
pickups. Good guitar to loan
on. $45. Play it before yon buy.
C al $95-6774* i
For Sola: SX35 Va

has b een co n v e n ed in to six te e n

offices. The hallway has beer,
turned into a gallery.
There has only been one
change in Mackinaw Hall. Room
227, an art room, has been made
suitabel fro two classes at once.

Parking Explained
“It’s a confusing mess, i’ll icli
you,” says Bob Rcmkema,
chairman
of
the
Plant
Department on campus, about
the parking situation at Grand
VgjUy
Starting in the middle of
October, commuting students
will have to pay ten cents each
time they leave a parking let, cr
else spend 515.00 for a card
which will activate the gates at
each exit.
Cars entering and exiting the
lots will have to wait for the
gates to let them past. During
die height o f traffic, man will be
stationed at the entrances to
keep them open so can c a n peas
: ___ r
--------• - iiw
oc_ •irony.
j

Always Bring I.D. With You

south side of campus. Last year
Project Make-11 took over part
of it leaving the frest as lounge.
Hiia year TJC has taken over the
rest for office and classroom
space.
According to
Bob
Romkema, this arrangement has
not been satisfactory so far
because of noise and spoce
problems. Five faculty members
share a room the size of a small
classroom. Project Make-lt has
tt!t“ §jvwTi Said aaOw rCsfUSavo
more room. At this time what
was formerly a coat room is
being partitioned into office
spaces. The downstairs of
Seidman which houses the radio
station and health service, has
been made into a small lounge.
In Lake Superior Hall, a room
downstairs which had belonged
to the Audio-Visual Dept, has
now been turned into a
cartography classroom.
In Lake Huron Hall, what had
been TJC’s West Commons, a
meeting and classroom space,
has now been turned into
offices. The Campus Ministry,
Admissions, and a few TJC
offices are now located there.
In Loutit Hall, there h a s been
5160,000 worth or remodeling
done over the summer. What was
originally library and study
space has been turned into two
biology labs and six faculty
offices.
The gallery in Manitou Hall

the residence halls will operate
differently. No coins wifi work;
a senritized card ' muat ha
a car can enter. Only dorm
students w tt be allowed to buy
the cards for $5.00 a term unless
be mid So faculty.
It aa hoped that the parkin

results of long and deligent
deliberations by a task force
created last winter when we
finally realized we were about to
run short of parking space and
that we didn’t have money to
build more. State financial
support for colleges does not
include parking lot costs.”
The new parking lot being
built by the Fine Arts Building
will hold an additional 350 cars
and is being financed by student
fees.
Despite the rise in parking
fees, there will not be enough
money coming in to pay for the
b*i«»di«>g of lots ts fast as they
are needed. However, as the
student population at GVSC
grows, the fee will increase and
the lams o f the fust few years
wifi be absorbed.
The parking gates and the
ntw lot m n not finished in
fe w for fall term because o f
which held up construction.
la p lining Moaday, October
2, handicapped and special area
Pickers w ff be aaued to thorn
who qualify in 141 Lake
Michigan HaU.
A tw o weak notice will bo
ghee to stutouri and faculty

Pres. Lubbers
-

Lanthorn: This interview is going
to deal primarily with the cluster
college concept, as it applies to
Grand Valley. Perhaps we should
begin with ta explanation of the
concept itself.
Lubbers: The most important
aspect of the cluster college
development at Grand Valley is
that each college provides a
different track for education.
For some time I think many of
us have been concerned about
the increasing percentage of
people going on to college and in
many cases coming back to
college after being out for a
while. And, if as predicted, I
believe, by the Carnegie report
and HEW that nearly 70% of the
high school graduates in 1980
will go on to some kind of
education beyohd high schooT; I
think we realize that we need
many
different
styles
of
education to meet the different
kinds of mind sets and different
kinds of schedules. Some people
can come to a campus and fit
into what we would consider the
traditional schedule, 3 or 4
classes a week, 3 or 4 days a
week, but some people who will
want education at the college
schedule. They need to do some
things independently, and they
need a schedule tailored for
them.
The schedule itself
requires some different tracks.
And fb** if vo’* hsvo 70 percent
of the population ot a society
involved, enrolled in college,
that’s quite a diversity of people,
with a diversity of interests,
diversity o f needs. Therefore,
the cluster concept allows this
particular institution to set
different tracks or patterns or
styles of education to meet the
needs of this increasing number
of people who want to *o to
college or return to college. i
think it implies the part of many
of us here that there may be
mere than one good way of
educating yourself. At the time
:vhen we educated »« elite, say
when 5 or !G% of the people
went on to college, perhaps they
could all fit into one kind of
style more easily than the 60%
now and 70% a decade from
now.
Lanthorn: What effect do you
think having these different
types of education all located at
the same institution will have on
the individual colleges? How do
you think each college affects or
is affected by the other colleges?
We haven’t been in the
very long, but I have
the feeling that they wfll affect
It will be
to see if they can
diverse and still influence
other in a
We’ve often ss
that the dash or the mixture o f
different idens in itself in a

can be learned by it is that
people holding different views
can stimulate each other, live
with each other, be thoughtful
to each other, respect each other
and still do things differently.
Lanthorn:
There
is
some
question as to whether or not
the cluster concept might not
inhibit the individual colleges.
For instance, if TJC decided that
more
classroom time was
needed, would they feel free to
schedule classes three or four
times a week and require
attendance, which is how it’s
generally done now in CAS?
Wouldn't this go against the
cluster concept?
Lubbers: I doubt if they would
be inhibited from making the
change. It would be interesting,
wouldn’t it, if people who felt
strongly about being different
from that which they have come
from would finally return to
that which they have come from
or if all people would finally
agree and the best mode or style
of
education
would
be
determined and everyone would
say, MYes, this is what we should
do;” and if it tLould be the
traditional thing, fine, if that's
the way Uf« weeks out. But at
this
stage • of educational
development there have been
many people who felt we need
to
experiment . with some
differences to see whether they
ww«^

s

v «u€ til u u i

stage. And 1 think we should just
see where it leads us. It would be
very unfortunate, wouldn’t it, if
a new college or a different type
of college from the traditional
college would find that its
e x p e rim e n tin g
was
not
successful. But if they had to
rigidly hold to their experiment,
it would no longer be an
experiment. Therefore, I think
we nave to iet the life process
flow if there is to be a legitimate
experiment. If there are some
legitimate questions n u c u iuu Ui
education and
some
new
techniques, let’s try them. If
they aren’t good, toss them
aside, and perhaps in a decade or
two decades we may find that
there are many very good tracks
or we may find that they all
begin to converge. We just have
to wait and see what happens.
Hopefully the best thing will
happen.
Lanthorn: If Grand Valley is
going to stay with the duster
college concept, it would seem
that once you have established a
college, it would have to
maintain it's identity. It doesn’t
seem that the colleges could be
influenced by the other coUrgri.
Lnhhrrr I think we’ll just have
to wait and see. i do feel that
some o f the very good ideas that
o f the colleges tries first

= Z i

keep them in this area, who people in our society who have
concept serves the needs of
could not receive graduate trained themselves or educated
higher education best. If it
education
anywhere unleta we themselves so thi* they have
doesn't a hundred years from
to
offer
the
offered
it.
Because
the state and something
new !’si sure that U will change,
employable
m
uket.
On
the
the
nation
really
do
not
need
if this particular institution has
any more graduate programs in other hand, we don’t need just
the right kind of faculty and
the fields such as history, narrowly trained people, we
administration and leadership.
literature, and some of the need people who can reason,
Lanthorn: How many different sciences, we just don’t need tC'ink, who are vensative to other
colleges do you foresee at them right now. And there is no people’s feelings, who have ar.
GVSC?
point in our trying to build an appreciation for the best that a
Lubbers: Right now, of course educational empire just to my
culture has to offer because the
we have 3. We are planning a that we have a graduate
best a culture has to offer
fourth one, and this year we are
program.
enables man’s spirit and we need
go in g
to
give
serious Lanthorn: So the graduate
perceptive, enabled people. We
consideration to a fifth college,
programs being considered are need people with greet vision, a
which would start either in 1974
ones that are needed in this vision for what the future can
or 1975 if we all agree that’s the
particular area?
bring. They also have to put
way to go. That college would
Lubbers; Last year when I bread on the table, so that it
be patterned after the St. John’s
addressed the facility, i said that seems to me that we need to do
College, the Great Books idea.
I was ready to consider both.
And those colleges by their very
p ro p o s a ls
fo r
graduate Lanthorn: Then, all of the
nature are very small. Probably
education. One of the criterian colleges here should be, to some
300 would be the maximum
that must be used to determine extent, concerned with both
number you would ever have in
whether or not we have graduate aspects. There won’t be one
that college. So, those are the
education is the career of that liberal arts college that teaches
five colleges we are thinking
liberal arts but won’t get you a
about right now. There are other graduate education.
Lanthorn: As these new colleges job not will there be a college
ideas that we have considered.
As you know there are some and programs come into being, that teaches you to become an
differences in opinion as to the size of the college is executive.
whether
we
should
have obviously growing. In the past, Lubbers: There will certainly be
graduate education or not. I however, one of Grand Valley’s different emphases in each
believe that we’ll have to make a attractions has been its small college, but right now they
decision that if we have graduate size. It’s not going to be very really all, I think, have elements
of both o f those concepts, career
education whether that should small any more.
Lubbers:
It
is
difficult
to
plus liberal education. Certainly
be a seperate college or part of
determine
right
now
how
lu
g
e
it
the
verdict on the success of
existing colleges. That is just an
will
be.
Many
reports
that
we
Grand
Valley is not in. We are
issue I have not a strong opinion
hear
are
that
enrollments
will
be
too new. But I think the
on right now, but it is an issue
I’m thinking about and I’m sure dropping or are in fact dropping soundness o f the principle is
that the faculty members are as in collages and universities. We there and if the principle A
well. The whole concept of certainly cannot tun counter to sound the attempt to make the
college without walls if we begin that trend indefinately. 1 believe objective come true is legitimate.
to do more work like the there are two reasons why we Lanthorn: Can you see a
colleges without walls are doing are growing. The first is that problem involved in having a
Vslley is becoming known student who is going to college
should we have that in a seperate ~Grand
m —
* •!»
•»•»«• ■ « • • • • « •
r -m w
%%* 0 v
;■<uciuic "! should each o i me
for just an e d u c tio n , who is just
existing colleges participate. to college. Exciting because it interested in the liberal arts, and
That is another question that has does offer options in education having a student who is going to
to be decided. So the five and because there are good college because “to get a good
colleges I see, three are here, one faculty around, here who are job, get a good education,” and
is going to be here, and one fifth interested. The second reason is trying to put these two students
one may be. And then some of because we are offering mere into the same program? Can you
Some
of those then do both with each?
tbtse other ideas are moving programs.
programs
have
a
strong
career Lubbers: Well, that is one of the
around. We’ll have to see where
oncutaiion
and
this,
I
believe,
is reasons why we have cluster
we come out.
attractive
to
people.
Those
are
Lanthorn: It appears now that
colleges because the emphasises
Grand Valley has decided to go the two major reasons why we will be different and each
ahead with a graduate level are growing. This year perhaps student may find his own niche,
program. Could you give some we will grow more m percentage his own college. One might be
background as to why this step than almost any of the senior more career oriented, one will be
colleges >n Michigan, as wc did more liberal arts oriented. So the
is now being made?
Lubbers: 1 don't believe that any last year. But that won’t go on students finds the one with the
o f the coiicges has decided to go indefinately.
aspects that fits his needs the
ahead with it. They’re planning Lanthorn: Speaking of the best. 1 believe that we have to
graduate programs and then we career orientation aspect, at the find improved ways of taking a
will see whether or not they are last meeting o f the Board of student where he is, with his
feasible. We are at that stage Control, what was discussed interests and letting him develop
right new. I have gone quite far seemed to indicate that Grand those interests as he is ready to
in planning graduate programs in Valley was leaving the idea o f a develop them. Hopefully he will
business. That’s the one I know small liberal arts college in favor broaden if he is too narrowly
about.
There
are
other o f becoming a trade school for career oriented; and if he isn’t at
departments that are working on the white collar jobs.
all career oriented, then there is
graduate programs 1 guess, but 1 Lubbers: I believe that that certainly no point in saying,
have not heard very much about impression is one that is held by okay we are going to train you
their proposal up to this point. some. My own view is that both in a career, if he says that’s not
And of course, we are still emphases are needed. One, my interests. Then you say to
working on the posnbility of liberal education and the other, the student okay, that’s not
having a law school, although
education. I believe we your interest, you don’t have to
the
Governor vetoed
the
to find the hew way do that. But wc don’t want you
legislation that would have
o f providing ootteges to expect that when you
permitted it this year. And that that do a good job in both. paduate .from here, you have
would be a graduate education Some w il a y that is impomMs.
hi the cmeer
program. I think at this point I don’t happen to believe it is
So, I guess that I
we’re still
I believe that is would my that if a person is not
do,
the quen o f the next
in a
it. I believe that the
we otter,
psrfaelly. A punoarwho is « £
the n a n fc lrf **
_____________________We
sh o u ld
m

VWCPLANSto EXFAND1972-73
Although
William
James
College is only in its second
year, its programs have already
been clearly defined, students
and faculty are enthusiastically
planning academic aims, and
new and exciting educational
experiences are lined up for the
1972-73 academic year.
Already the college can boast
of a 250% increase in its faculty
(an additional 10 members), a
sizeable increase in the number
and variety of courses offered
(from I 2 last spring to 4 1 this
fall), and an increase of 120
students.
T his
year
the
WJC
community will be especially
concerned with getting its
programs off the ground. There

are four principal programs this
fa ll:
S o c ia l
S tu d ie s ,
E n v iro n m e n ta l
S tu d ie s,
Administration and Information
Management, Arts and Media. A
fifth
program
is Student
Internship, new to the coliege
this fall. The new courses
offered
under the various
programs include such diverse
topics as photography and video
taping (Course* 62 Film Making:
Previsualization, and 66, Vide’o
Community), war (courses 64
War and Politics and 47 War as
Seen Through Films), and
getting along with your car
(c o u rs e
72
Automotive
Cohabitation).
A further aim of the college
this year will be to get out into
the Grand Rapids community.
Evening classes are being offered
at
the Baxter Community
Center, although these courses

A s s is t H a n d ica p t j
There are on campus this fall
several handicapped students.
Their needs are sometimes
greater than the average student
and to fulfill those needs various
agencies arc willing to pay
students who would be willing
to help. We need readers, typists
or note takers, and various other
forms of help. If you would be
willing to help, please contact
th e
S p ecial
E d u c a tio n
Department, Ext. 391 and ask
for Grant Carpenter. While
you’re at it, why not think
about sharing some of your
social activities with these
people?

6RCjfity ft
Educational Testing Service
announced
to d a y
th a t
undergraduates
and
others
piepttiing to go to graduate
school may take the Graduate
Record Examinations on any of
six different test dates during
the a m e n t academic year.
The first testing date for the
GRE is October 28, 1972.
Scores from this acministration
will be reported to the graduate
schools around December 4.
Students planning to register for
the October test date are advised
that applications received by
ETS after October 2 will incur
$3.50 late registration fee. After
October
10, there is no
guarnatee that applications for
the October test date can be
processed.
The other five test dates are
December 9, 1972, January 20,
February 24, (only the Aptitude
Test is administered), April 28,
and June 16, 1973. Equivalent
late
fee
and
registration
deadlines apply to these dates.
Choice of test dates should be
determined by the requirements
of graduate schools or fellowship
sponsors to which one is
applying. Scores are usually
reported to graduate schools five
weeks after a test date.
T he
G raduate
Record
E xam inations
include
an
Aptitude
Test
o f general
scholastkf ability and Advanced
Tests measuring achievement in
19 major fields o f study. Full
details and registration forms for
1972-73
GRE
Information
Bulletin. The Bulletin also
contains forms and instructions
for requesting transcript service
on GRE scores already on file
ETS.
in Vi
11

are particularly directed at the
Kent County Social Service
workers, to encourage them to
update their education and
information concerning social
relations.
The Social Relations program
holds the greatest interest with
students this fall, the Arts
program, especially the Video
taping courses come next, Dick
Pafchke's Film Making I course
is full and he has accepted
independent study contracts
from
other students.
The
Ecology
class
is
doing
experiments with weed killer
used on the GVSC campus to
study
its effects on the
environment.
And
another
environment class is studying the
floodplain of the Grand River.
These are two examples of what
the college calls case study
approaches, hopefully more of

government. A charter is being
drafted, which will include a
community council, the college's
governing body. Ten students
will hold positions on the
council, the entire faculty,
which totals to IH will have
voting nglits. The council will
meet every Wednesday morning
and all classes will be cancelled
to enable students and faculty to
attend meetings.
A synoptic lecture course is
also offered this fall, it is titled,
the American Govertynent: its
Responsibilities
and
R esp o n siv en ess.
A n o th e r
synoptic
lecture course
is
presently being put together for
the spring which will deal with
reforms ire higher education.
H o p e fu lly ,
speakers
will
represent the various modes of
education and will bring new
ideas to the WJC community.
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such studies will he instituted, so
as to narrow down and specify
the lopic of research and to
e n fo rc e
ties
with
the
communiiy.
As previously mentioned,
Student Internships are also new
to WJC this fall. Under this
program, coordinated by student
Dirk Bruinsma, students will be
given jobs which relate to their
field of study. They will not be
paid for their work, but may
acquire credit, also they will not
attend classes at the time of
their internship. There are three
particular benefits to be gained
by students under this program:
experience and exposure to their
field of interest, a chance for
reference and opportunity for
summer employment.
Students and faculty will also
concern themselves with the
establishment
of
a sound
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The Bunkhouse Informer
Welcome to the Bunkhout*
Informer. This is a column
dedicated to the dorm residents
and to the mediocre life that
many students have or will fall
into. Attem pts will he made to
improve the life in the residence
halls hy giving news on whati
happening,
information and
feehlc attempts at humor.

DORM NEWS

In the pait years, the dorms
have been a real bore to live in.
On every Friday morning, the
exodus would begin and by
nightfall those unfortunate souls
without transportation would be
stuck with two days of witching
T V nr other exciting activities.
In the past, dorm activities
have
been
left
as
the
responsibility of the House
Councils.
Members
would
usually start the year with all
sorts of exciting plans, only to
lose interest and leave those in
the dorm' no choice but to go
elsewhere for something to do.
This year there is a chance
things might be different. Last
year Kistler House adopted a
constitution where there would
be a town council type of
government.
Anyone
who
attends the meeting would be
able to vote and get involved. If
your floor wanted a dance, you
would get some people together
•nd propose it. The next
meeting would have a vote on
the dance. The weeks wait is to
give those opposing the action a
chance to stop it by getting their
own group together and vote it
down.
This year Copeland House
replaced their constitution with
a replica of Kistler’s and
Robinson House is aiso planning
to revise their constitution to
include
this
method
of
government.
Results are already starting to
show. Each dorm held a kegger
last week to get the students
residing there to meet each other
in other than an academic
atmosphere. Each kegger went
off well.
Copeland House has started
p la n s
for
a
“ resource
development” program, if you
want to learn a special skill (like
chess or knitting) another person
in the dorm wiii be able to help
you. Robinson plans to follow
suit.
Robinson House has also
started planning several other
projects which include dorm
movie presentations, and a
possible “ dorm Olympics" which
will include a beer chugging
competition.
Kistler House held a double
floor party last Saturday night.
So do not despair, maybe there
will be enough things to do this
year to keep enough students
here to make this place as
interesting as it should be.

CONTEST!
Each month there will be a
fantastic giveaway contest for all
Grand Valley students and
faculty. This month it’s:
Tty and identify the jokas to
I “!

I “I

you, i
at a lotSsry.”

3. “ But don't get into the
habit.”
4. “ He opened the door and
saw the radiator.”
The entry that does the best
will win not one, not two, but
three hoi dogs at The Embassy
Bar on M-45 (formerly Gtt's).
Second place will win one hot
dog and the entry that does the
worse will receive without
obligation, an emery u u n u ! If
you don’t know the joke, make
one up, chances are it’s better
than the answer. Entries should
be addressed to C.J. Czarnik and
left at the Lanthom Office, 017
Lake Superior or at the
Robinson House desk by Oct.
11, 1972. Don’t miss this
opportunity to get your name in
the paper.

Graffiti
Excellent writers have the
Atlantiic Monthly. Good writers
can try for the Amaranthus. But
what does the common man
have, nothing! He must release
his occasional bursts of literary
genius on john walls and phone
booths. As a public service, The
Bunkhouse Informer will from
time to time publish some or
Grand Valley’s best and most
neglected
talent. 1 am not
condoning Graffiti, but as long
as
certain
individuals
are
deprived of normal channels of
expression, we will try to help
them here. Below are a few
examples:
The Mahareshi is a sect
symbol.
Amy Vanderbilt slurps her
soup.
Tinker Bell is a fairy.
Old mailmen never die, they
just lose their zip.
Virtue is its own punishment.

Trivia
Don’t forget to register today
or tomorrow in the Commons
for the most important election
in Allendale history (and I ain’t
talking
about
Nixon
A
McGovern). It will help bring
this town into the 20th century.
Remember Paul McCartney?
He’was a member of the Beatles
about two years ago. Rumor has
it that he is still recording.
Unfortunately the latest Callup
Poll reported that 72% of those
polled thought that Paul was
Wed, anyway, if you’re still a
fan of his, he may be in Detroit
in November or December as
pert of a tour of North America.
He will l : accompanied by his
personal group.
If you have any comments or
c o a tr ib e t io n s
fo r
The
Informer, feel free to
to C J . Czarnik at
017
(L—Thors

Cultivate Self Understanding :
Student Development Center
Reaching and becoming a
part of the college community is
e primary objective of the
counseling center. The people si
the Center are interested in not
only clinical approaches to
student life. Although retaining
the professional approaches they
appear to be moving away from
this stereotyped outlook.
One of the ways the Center is
hoping to improve their image is
to get out into the college
c o m m u n ity .
Instead
of
remaining aloft and waiting for
students to come to them, they
will be going to the students.
They hope to instill a greater
knowledge of their services by
this method.
The Student Development
Seminars represent one such
approach. Although not entirely
new, the Seminars began last
year reaching over a hundred
students, they have since vastly
improved.
Seminars this ran include
such topics as Faculty -Student
Encounter, Career Planning,

E lim in a tin g
Self-Defeating
Behavior and Exploring One's
Madness. In all, fifteen seminars
are offered.
These seminars are described
as
“ learning
experiences
designed to
cultivate
and
improve one’s understanding of
him self and
his
social
environment.” They are offered
“ to supplement and enhance
current academic offerings.”
The Student Development
Seminars require no formal
registration or tuition payment.
All that needs to be done is to
contact the Counseling Center in
Huron Hall. The meeting times
will be arranged according to
student needs. Some seminars
will meet a few times per term,
others may necessitate two hour
weekly meetings.
Richard King, coordinator of
the project describes the courses
as varying in structure. Each
seminar
requires
it’s own
approach.
Some
wiii
be
workshops, some lectures, others
groups, depending on incir

orientation. There will be no
e n c o u n te r
groups
unless
otherwise stated, such as in the
Basic Encounter Seminar.
King adds that these seminars
will not replace counseling but
go along with it. A particular
sem in ar
may
even
be
preventative. Not all seminars
will be directed towards specific
behaviors, he cautions. The
Center offers many other
services other
than
those
directed toward individuals and
their behavior.
Career planning and Reading
Study Skills are examples of
this. Another seminar, Couples
Communication, will focus on
enhancing interaction between
couples both married and single.
In the future seminars will be
done on demand. The Center
encourages ideas from students
and faculty. Presently no college
credit is granted. However, plans
may lead to an onanins series of
seminars that can appear on
transcripts if it compliments a
student's area of study.

The LANTHORN Guide to

Campus
Organizations

GVSC Now Has
Daycare Center
The Crew House, or Formerly
the Crew House has changed
names and hands again. Now the
farm house on the far 5W corner
of campus has been officially
renamed the Farm House. If not
a clever choice at least it is
descriptive.
Under the directorship of
Mark Rubin of the Office of
Student Auxiliary Activities, the
physical education building has
been transformed into a campus
Day Care Center. The Center
provides a convenient place for
weary mothers to dump the
little ones during class time, and
also serves as a creative learning
environment
f or
t he
pre-schoolers. The enrollment
age is limited to children ,2‘A
years ot age through 5. Presently
there are 27 young students
enrolled.
Margaret Bilsky came straight
from Kindergarten to instruct

the students in the arts of pigtail
pulling, nose picking, and tinker
toys.
She
received
her
certification as a teacher from
Central Michigan University and
has had 5 years of experience in
the Grand Rapids and Kenewa
Hills school systems.
The program includes art,
music, dance, creative dramatics,
m o to r
coordination
and
muscular development, science
and math skills, communication
skills, pre-reading skills, and
stories.
Fees for the service are
determined by the number of
hours of attendance.
In the words of one young
scholar “ The GVSC Day Care
Center is a unique educational
experience which I am sure will
insatiably serve as a source of
inspiration and delight for years
to come, or at least till first
grade.”

■e

intaglio prints

on display
in manitou
More than 50 intaglio prints
or. loan from the permanent
collection of the University of
Iowa, will highlight the 1972-73
season opening of Grand Valley
State College's Manitou Hall Art
Gallery. The works by former
graduate students of Mauricio
Lasansky,
who
in
1946
established one of the most
famous
p r i n t making
departments in the United States
at the U. of I., will be on display
Wednesday,
September
27
through Friday, October 20.
Located, for this show, in the
first floor gallery of Manitou
Hall, exhibition houn are 8:30
a.m.-10 p.tn., MorueThurs.; 8:30
a.m.-5 p.m., Fri; and, 1*5 p.m..
Sat. and Sun.
Lasansky’s own international
prize winning print, “ Bleeding
Heart,**, which
has
been
purchased by the Vatican, will
be - included
within
the
yghihitifun Other outstanding
prints include John Paul Jones*
“ YeBow** and “ Still Life.” as
i “ Sunflower II” by
T s la S tti of GVSC*s art
it, C oB e^ o f Arts and

recently
that
the
word
“ intaglio” which described all
works of the exhibition at
GVSC, is a technical term for
the design process of printing
from metal.
—
« w* ••__i_ o i C
a«4
Grand
v a u cy »
department has organized a
traveling exhibition throughout
Michigan for the Un. of Iowa
prints following their display at
GVSC. After Oct. 20, the
exhibition will travel first to
Hope College, and then to
Saginaw
Valley
College,
Interlochen
Arts
Academy,
Western Michigan Un., Northern
Michigan Un., Lake Superior
State College, and Henry Ford
Community College.

(Editor’s Note: The following is promotes bettor understanding coalition for antiwar activities
a partial list o f the groups on between homosexuals and the on campus.
campus. Descriptions o f the campus society; it serves the
Contact: Wilbur Walko, ext.
organizations
have
been social and political interests of 371 or Earl Heuer, ext. 285
provided by the organizations the
homosexual community
themselves. These groups are through education, organization, PIRGIM:
open
to all students.
I f and a positive attitude.
PIRGIM
(Public
Interest
interested, contact the person
C o n ta c t:
Terry
Faler, Research Group in Michigan) is a
listed at the end o f each 458-1036.
state
wi de
c o n su m er
description.)
organization
controlled
and
German Club:
Biology Club
funded by Michigan college
The German Club is a club students. It was set up as a voice
The Biology Club is an
organization that believes in much like the other foreign for students who are concerned
doing things and going places. language clubs. The club tries to with consumer protection, race
Most of the activities are of the promote interest in German, and and sex discrimination, housing
outdoor type but also include provides retourses and displays inequities and environmental
service projects and of course a for things such as Foreign pollution.
Contact:
Dan
Anderson
few events purely social such as Language Day.
Contact: Dennis Stoddard, (tutor, UJC)
the picnic at our president's
house on Sand Lake this summer 245-3617
Siggiet:
that drew over 40 students and
Geneva Forum:
An organization of men
faculty.
An organization composed participating in intramural sports
Plans for this year include
continuing development of the mainly of Christian Reformed (for fun, not trophies), ski trips,
nature trail on campus, canoe and reformed students but open and many other activities both
on and off campus.
trips in the fall and spring, a trip to anyone.
Meeting
informally each
C o n ta c t:
Rocky
Ely,
to Mammoth Caves National
Park, Ky. during December and week, the group examines the 895-4202
winter film festival, and then a Christian faith as it finds
return trip to Texas during the expression in the reformed, Ski and Canoe Club:
Caivinistic tradition; especially
spring break.
We go sking if and when we
Contact: Prof. Anders, ext. in light of contemporary needs can find enough people to get
and to apply this faith to the reduced rates. And we have been
316.
world of our day. Open to all known to go canoeing also.
GVSC students, faculty, and
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity:
Contact: Carl J. Mumma,
O ur
fraternity
is
a staff.
677-3132
Contact:
Nick VanZante,
brotherhood of men whose own
individual beliefs and ideals are 777-9270
Student Theatre Club:
coordinated into responding to
Theatre Club is open to
the needs of the colleges, such G.U.I.S.E.
anyone interested in theatre.
Anyone interested in any Dues ire $1.00 academic year,
as, donating time for Open
House, B lood Drives, and Tour field of education ia welcome to but these having a role in theatre
p iay
arc
Guides. Also we sponsor dances, come and see how we heir each d e p a r t m e n t
alt campus parties plus our own other Gain Understanding In automatically members. With
Special Education (GUISE). Our the piay Dracula as last years
social events.
Contact: Jim Van Dammelen, activities include volunteer work success, we expect a more
with children, guest lecturers, dramatically active year this
456-9965
films, rap sessions, and possible year.
field trips. Also, we sponsor the
Eckankar Campus Society:
Contact Dona Schripsema,
Eckankar is the ancient Book Exchange.
361-5680.
Contact:
Peg Green or
science of soul travel, a means of
gaining
9elf-realization
and Education Office
Theta Tau Theta Sorority:
God-reaiization. This is done via
11/C you're
travel in the sou! body, the real La Lad»»:
dorority life and would like to
Tka*«
La
Lucha
is a Rsz? mpPt
HIvvl ' ! ! » etelareu r\f
w. tko
V W V a 1S V I H A«U
self of man, under the guidance
of
the
living
Eckmaster. organization oriented to serve Theta then come to ine
Eckankar
Campus
Society Latin students on campus and in Organizational Fair. We will be
having Open Teas for all girls
functions as a local center for the community.
Contact:
John
Ybarra, who would like to come and
distributing literature and other
information and sponsoring Eck 456-7646 or Rich Campos, chat, starting Oct. 26th. Please
feel free to some and ask
discussion groups for those who 458-8422
questions but don’t forget to
are interested.
bring a friend, see you all soon,
Contact: Jeff Jurich, ext. 513
and keep your eyes open for
Peace Action Coalition:
We ere an affilliate of the Theta Tau Theta signs.
Contact: Diana Ballings!!, or
National Peace Action Coalition,
Gay Alliance:
Gay
Alliance
Linda
Pfister, 895-4347
Grand Valley
and serve as an umbrella

TERM PAPERS
Send for your descriptive, up-twhte,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.81 to
WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MA0E PAPERS.

^^18888^^ l8€c

511GLENG0CK KiL, SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES. CAUF. M 24
(215)4774474 • 477-5413
“We need a local salesman”
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MY CAMODY SALES
16179 - 16th AVE.. MARNE
PHONE 677-3654

Charlie Byrd
To play at
G V S C Oct 12

Coffga Hoyft
l s ! s

f h e

The cosmic door is open.
Hnergy levels arc high and the
vibes are good. Grand Valleys
multi-media coffee house is
under way again.
Those of you who equate
bongo thumping beatniks with
coffee houses can have your
perception altered by dropping
by and catching a Cosmic Door
Production. Mini concerts, video
taping, films and poetry are a
few of the events happening,
right here, for you. No need to
bring your wallet either because
it is all free.
Don’t go looking for the old
coffee house at “ Pooh Corners”
because its net there. In fact the
coffee house does not limit itself
io anyone location. Their home
base is tiie upstairs commons,
however they are mobile.
Whatever
place
suits
the
occasion will find them there.
Through this mobility they
now offer their services to
groups on campus. If you’re
having a get together, Cosmic
Door Productions will set up and
service
you
and
provide
entertainment. All you’re group
does is pick up the cost of the
entertainment. If you are

Cssiiaos
interested contact Jim Shumake
over at Student Activities.
If you have artistic abilities
and want to express them at the
coffee house you’re welcome to.
The Cosmic Door does not limit
themselves to any one form of
entertainment.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Oct 8 - GVSC Jazz Group in
concert;
videotape,
“ Milhouse”
Oct 1S - Readings and comedy
w ith
P h ilip
F.
Bowm an; Film “ Eyes
of Evil”
Oct 22 - Uncle
Vinte
with
music and song from
Milwaukee;
Cosmic
D oor
Productions
WARP

atyu-ial

Nov -

Denny Sesrlss-guitar,
drum and flute; film
“Spanky
and
Our
Gang” ; WARP video.
Nov 12 - Singer-guitarist
Greg
Slating;
Film
" R o i dRunner” ;
WARP video.
O th e r
C osm ic
D oor
Productions at the coffee
house will be announced as
the season gets underway.

i ne renow uacxet
iliclcomes Sniii ‘Grand* UailVy
Students
. Dancing and band Th u r s d a y s , F r i d a y s ,
and Sat u r d a y s
Chicken £ Shrimp at Noontime and
a f t e r Six

hi a fall notable for its wealth
of campus entertainment, the
upcoming concert by the Charlie
Byrd Quartet might just get lost
in some peoples minds among
the myriad
movies, plays,
speakers, and concerts on the
sadender. This would be a shame
* without a doubt however, as a
night spent listening to Charlie
Byrd’s guitar is a night both of
discovery
«nH
?I’jcymer.t;
discovery of musical forms
rarely heard on guitar, and
enjoyment of Byrd's technique
and ability.
The music of the quartet is
labeled as jazz, although Byrd is
also a virtuoso classical guitarist
and an experimenter with all
that he feels is legitimate in the
field of music. Byrd's classical
training allowed him to develop
a jazz style which is played on a
classical guitar with neither a
pick nor an amplifier. The
effects of this development on
the jazz world are just now
becoming significant.
Byrd has played and studied
with many artists of high
standing in the music world,
among them Django Reinhardt,
a founding father of jazz guitar,
and Andres Segovia, the Spanish
master of the classical guitar. He
has also played with Joe Marsala,
Woody Herman, and Stan Getz.
In
1962
he
end
Getz
collaborated on the album “ Jazz
Scrr.ba” the forerunner ot the
bessa nova jnusic. He either
made or has been featured on
more than fifty other albums.
Byrd has played at both fhe
Newport and Monterey jazz
festivals, among others. He held
the best guitar spot for several

THE

BEATLES
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MINNIE REVIEWS

BOOKS
Story of O
Pauline Reage
The Evergreen Review billed
this book « “ the most erotic
novel ever published.” 1 bought
it assuming that to be true,
although I soon learned better.
There is only oneerrotic fantasy
contained in the book, and it
does not have quite the depth or
complexity of the ones we used
to think up in junior high
looking at underwear ads in
Montgomery Wards catalogues.
It is apparently a dirty book for
those intellectuals who would be
embarrassed to be found reading
The Golden Botx, but the books
premise is so silly as to make
Playboy't ribald classics seem
quite profound.! never bothered
to finish it.

Amusement Machines
College Night - Thurso[
b e e r till c l o s i n
All

your friends

there by President Nixon. He has
also
performed
with
the
Baltimore
and
Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestras.
And now the Charlie Byrd
Quartet is bringing ilicii music
to the Grand Valley campus.
They will be playing in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre Thursday,
October 12, commencing at
8:15. Tickets are only $ 1.00 and
are now available at the
bookstore. Be there then.

years running in the Playboy
Jazz Poll. He has also received
that distinction from Downbeat
magazine’s International Critics
PoU.
He is a veteran of the mime
circuit.
having
played
at
nightclubs and colleges across
the country, as well as towns in
England, South America, the
Middle
East,
and
Africa.
Although he has twice puyed
the White House, he holds the
honor of never being invited

Stanley Kubrick Directs
Alexander Walker
Books like this do not have to
be very good in themselves in
order to sell, for they get by the
skill of the artist being analyzed,
not the akiii of the person doing
the analyzing. This beck is no
exception. Poorly written, it
says the obvious and creates the
rest our of thin air. It does get
by, however, on the strength of
the many, many stills from
Kubrick’s movies. In fact, it is a
fascinating book and can be
enjoyed by anyone who still is in
the stage where he “reads” s
book by looking at all the
pictures.

CCCO
This book is a most for all

AUmffee

P
1
« “> my has done for the last ten years,
family s * m g n o n one mght, Contained ia this book are
M sea S y amazing glimpses into the
tn a i«

M n 4 5 at
u r

Student Activities:

CONCERTof M OODS
Student Activities lies a food Waters.
tine of concerts this year,
Muddy came on in an old came to see Kenton it was an
perhaps the best so far. Kicktf* dark suit and a white turtleneck. «**v adjustment, but for those
off the yaar was a three way fig Sitting down on a stool, he who didn’t, the ad must men t
last Friday night.
picked up his red guitar and became adaptation. Some never
The combination o f folk, plugged
in to
“ Hootchte adapted and left.
blues, and j a u in Sinful Street, Cootchie Man.” The rest of his
After
their
first piece,
Muddy Waters and Stan Kenton show followed in much the same Kenton’s arranger and manager
was indeed
an interesting manner, hard paced bhies.
announced that Stan “as you
experience. The three, lending
Muddy and his band finished have already noticed is not here
totally different moods and with “Got My Mojo Workin’ “ at tonight.” Apparently he was
emotions was by no means an which point he hed the whole
from
a
major
integrated exp erience. For those crowd on their feet begging for
who came primarily to aee more. As usual Waters expected
Taking Stan’s place at the
Muddy Waters, the Stan Kenton it and he didn’t even get off the piano was Nat Pierce and doing
Orchestra and all it’s brass was a stage before he picked up hrs some of the conducting was
little hard to handle. For those guirar and continued with Dick Sheers, one of the
of the audience who longed to “ Mojo.”
trombonists. The lack of Stan
see Kenton, Waters was on the
Thorn who saw Muddy at the Kenton was an immediate
Mundane side.
Fieldhcusr last year remember disappointment but after the
The concert was three and a that Muddy played much the Orchestra began its second
half hours ir. length. The time same show. The reviewer has number everyone soon forgot.
span certainly contributed to now seen him three times. In
The audience particularly
thi« feeling Rv the end of the New York two years ago he was liked the th e s e from “ Love
concert, everyone wai >nnkcu« wnh ■ different band and he was Story.” Solos done by tenor and
saturated. Such a feeling at great-fantastic. Seeing Muddy b a a axes, the trumpet**,
saturation ia quite contrary to for the first time always it, he is drummer and Congo player
concert goers, who usually leave someone every bhies enthusiast throughout the performance
on a high key.
were very well received.
must see—once.
By far their best number ot
If Sinful Street, Muddy
However, he should be seen
Waters and £tan Kenton west only once, after that his the evening was “ Artistry in
viewed separate from the whole charisma begins to wear thin. Rhythme” their final tune.
of the concert, they all three The third time around he it
As mentioned before the
were excellent. AH three were actually boring, except for the audience was saturated after
distinctively enjoyable.
beginning and dosing numbers Kenton's Orchestra closed. A
Sinful Street is composed of where one can not help but sing better arrangement o f the bands
Paula Lock heart who plays with the “ King.”
for earner listening would have
piano and sings, and two guys
When
M uddy
ended, been Kenton’s Orchestra fust,
who both claim to be Mike everyone was way up on a followed by Sinful S ired , «ad
Prealer. One plays guitar, the plateau with Water’s Mama having Muddy’s band d o te. With
other plays guitar, clarinet, flute, vibrating on. Stan Kenton’s Sinful Street in the middle an
banjo, and any other instrument Orchestra then set up and let easier and more enjoyable flow
that fits. Both do vocals.
their brass loose and tore the from band to band would have
The trio is extremely versitile
Sinful Street’s
up. For those who been
n a n im f i
any variety of music and are at
times uniquely vaudeville. Paula
Lockneart
deserves
special
mention. She recalls the “ torch
singers” of some time ago. Her
voice is definerelv reminiscent of
Bessie Bra insert from Delaney
and Bonnie. Paula has a quality
and range all her own, however.
There are very few vocalists who
r
.
put every aspect of their
personality into their singing,
but she is on that does. She lets
Acting and singing auditions p.m.; Thursday, October S from
you feel what you hear.
for roles in Grand Valley State 3-5 p.m., and from 7:30-9:30
Sinful Street is a group that College's fall production of the p.m.; and, Friday, October 6
should be welcomed back not as musical adaptation of Geoffrey from 3-5 p.m.
Performances of Chaucer’s
a backup but as a headliner. Chaucer’s immortal “Canterbury
boisterous
celebration of life will
They can definately do it on Tales,” will be held in early
take
place
at
the college
their own.
October at GVSCs Louis
Novmeber
9,
10
and
11, and
The Muddy Waters Blues Armstrong Theatre, Calder Fine
November
16
and
17.
Dr.
Iron
Band came on next with their Arts Center. Dr. William Z. Iron,
that
all
those
usual stimulating rif. The Band director and chairman of the suggests
AiA Kurj numhfre^ building a College of Aits and Sciences auditioning come prepared to
rather fast bhies pace and theatre department, reports that read from materials furnished,
putting the audience m the right roles are open to ail community
mood for the introduction of residents. Tryouts will be held
the “ King of the Bhies,” Muddy Wednesday, October 4 from 3-5

versatility would have carried
the audience where Kenton left
off and the concert would have
closed with everybody’s “ Mojo

Workin’.”
However,
tr a d itio n

the
of

ethics
prom otion

SeasonTkkeffs
Offeredfor
Season tickets to Grand
VaBey State College’s 1972-73
theatre presentations, including
a colorful musical, dramatic and
comic variety, two operas, and
an immmortai drama, are
offered this fall for the first time
by tne tneatre department of
GVSCs CcSege of Arts and
Sciences. The tickets at SS.SO
each offer a fine season's saving
for the purchaser, and may be
ordered from the Bos Office,
Louis Armstrong Theatre, Calder
Fine
Arts Center, GVSC,
Allendale, Michigan 49401; or
may be secured by telephone,
895-6611, ext. 696.
Scheduled for 1972-73 within
the Louis Armstrong Theatre
Tales,’
adaptation of

presented by the CAS theatre
dept ., Nov. 9, 10, II and 16, 17,
8:15 p.m., and Nov. 12, 3 p.m.
“ O ne-A -D ay
T h e a tre ,”
dramatic and comic vanity
presented by the CAS theatre
dept, every Mon. - Thun., Ian.
23 - Feb. 28, 12:10 p.m., and
Mar. 1, 2, 3, 8:15 p.m.
“ Dido and Aeneas,” opera,
presented by the CAS theatre
and music depts., Feb. 21, 22,
23,8:15 p.m.
“ Barber of Seville," opera,
presented
by
the
O pen
Association of Western Michigan
and the CAS theatre and music
departments of GVSC, Mar. 30,
31 and April 6, 8 :IS p.m.; April
8, 3 p.m.
“ Hed da GaMer ” dramatic
presentation o f Ibsen's work,
CAS theatre dept.. May 10, I I ,
12,8:15 p.m.; May 1 3 ,3 p.m.

AuditionsTo Be Held

for Musical
nterbury Tales

CONCERT

PLAYERS
NEEDED

ROBERT REDFORO
"THE CANDIDATE'
M ill

WITH THIS AO
ONE AOMISSIOH
ONLY $ 1 .0 0

Grand Valley’s Concert
and Orchestra are in current
m t" T
and bam).

h im (a

SAVOY

R M IK E D R IID H
B EFED T S G V S I
This past Saturday the Laker
Football team traveled to Alma
to play the third-ranked football
team in Division II of the NAIA,
only to be soundlv defeated 53 0.
Alma a team known for its
strong defense, capitalized on
five
Laker turnovers, four
fumbles and one interception, to
show a strong offence that
gained 480 yards to Grand
Valley’s 142.
The Lakers best scoring
chance came in the first half
when the Lakers moved the bail
to the Scots 26 after recovering
a fumble. But a field goal
attem pt was short and little
more offence was seen from the

Lakers until the fourth quarter
when the game was out ot reach.
Bill Smith, a 215-pound
fullback, lead the Alma attack,
gaining 205 yards in 2 1 carries, a
new single game rushing record
on an 84 yard run late in the
second quarter as eight different
Scots scored in their very
balanced attack.
For Grand Valley, John
Mu hail was the icading rusher
gaining 57 yards in 16 carries.
Alma held the Laker ground
game to only
yards in 37
attempts.
Grand Valley now 0-3 on the
season will be idle till October
13th when a junior varsity game
w ill
be
played
against
Northwood Institute here.

FOOTBALL
OFF TO

SEASON

SLOW S TA R T

Grand Valley came back and committed four major mistakes
scored before the half ended to in the first half that led to four
0 0 0 0 - 0
make it 14-6. Rasikas capped a Ferris touchdowns, and helped
68 yard drive with a one yard them to a 35-0 halftime lead.
ALMA
13 20 6 14 * 53
plunge over center. The play
The mistakes, a blocked punt,
The
1972
Grand
Valley
before
Rasikas hit Sonny two interceptions, and one
GVSC
ALMA
football season got off to a great
Atkinson with a 30 yard pass fumble put the Lakers out of the
First Downs
8
8 22
start
in
every
respect
but
one,
that
set up the touchdown. The contest shortly after it began.
Rushes - Yards
37-93
55-321
the
score,
when
the
Lakers
met
two-point
conversion attempt
The blocked punt on the
159
Passing Yards
49
K
a
l
a
ma
z
o
o
C
o
lleg
e
in
failed.
Laker
25 yard line set up the
Passes
12-20-0
3-10-1
Kalamazoo
on
Sept.
16
and
The
Lakers
tied
the
score
in
first
Ferris
score a 25 yard pass
Total Yards
480
142
came up on the short end of a the third quarter when Rasikas from Norm Love to Erick Jones.
ran 81 yards. John Mahan went Jones scored twice more in the
24-14 score.
Remaining Football Schedule
The Lakers, who are still around right end for the first half with runs of 38 and 28
looking for their first varsity two-point conversion.
yards. Kent Wilson scored the
Oct. 13 Northwood (J.V.)
2:30 PM football victory, played their
Kalamazoo
scored
the other two first half touchdowns
Oct. 21 Findley College
2:00 PM most impressive game in the winning touchdown with 2:55 for Ferris on a 26 yard run and a
short history of football at remaining in the third quarter 16 yard pass from Love.
Oct. 28 at Manchester College
M m qm r f Wcfc Laity Waff
Ferris made it 42-0 (the final
Nov. 4
Ferris (J.V.) m
outgained Kalamazoo 339 yards hit Ted Guelde with an 11 yard score) in the third quarter on a
Nov. 11 Grand Rapids Junior College
to 279. On the ground the pass. Dave Rowley finished the four yard run by Dsmcll Cole.
(at Houseman Field)
7:30 PM Lakers netted 228 yards, in the scoring with a 20-yard field toz\
The Lakers had two good
air Grand Valley picked up 111 in the fourth quarter.
scoring chances in the game only
Other standouts for the to fail on both trys. In the first
yards on four completioi.s.
The star for Grand Valley was Lakers besides Rasikas were quarter the Lakers moved the
sophomore quarterback Kerry John Mahan who gained 71 ball from their own 29 to the
Rasikas who scored both Laker yards in 13 carries and Dan Ferris 18, where a fumble turned
touchdowns on runs of one and Warren S7 yards in eight carries. it over. In the fourth quarter
81 yards. In all Rasikas gained Larry Shattuck caught two they moved from their own one
100
yards
rushing
and passes good for 55 yards.
to the Ferris 10 only to run out
completed four of seven passes
Grand Valley set a few of downs.
records in the game, including
for 111 yards.
Grand Valley gained 221
Kalamazoo took a quick lead most points in a single game, 14, total yards in the game. 195 less
of 6-0 on a eight-yard run by most total yards in a single game than Ferris! John Mahan was
Jim Darcy set a course record
The 1972 Cross Country
Dennis
Kane
with
9:50 339, and fewest points allowed most of the Laker offense
season got o ff to a slow start on of 26:33 in winning the
remaining in the first quarter.
in a single game 24.
gaining 115 yards in 26 carries.
September 23 as Grand Valley individual title in a dual cross
Kane who was the leading
Mike Karasinski gained 58 yards
finished 11th in the 14 team country meet against Ferris last
ground gainer with 119 yards in
ui 16 carries. Rasikas caiupletou
j
_
J _ :
v
?_
1X
C
1U m i UK AU!UU IllViUUDUIUU.
Saturday in Big Rapids.
24 carries scored the second
only one of his nine passes, sn
The individual title for the
Darcy covered the hilly five
touchdown of the day on a one
18 ysrder to Larry Shattuck.
third straight year went to Larry mile course with ease and
yard plunge with 8:20 remaining
The Lakers now 0-2 on the
Swanson from North Park (111.) outdistanced the second place
in the half. He then ran the ball
Grand Valley coming off an season did improve from last
College. Larry covered the rive finisher George Wilson o f Ferris
in for a two-ooint conversion almost flawless performance year when they were beaten
mile course in 24:12, just 4 by more than 30 seconds.
144).
57-0 by Ferris.
Ferris won the meet 22:38 by
seconds ahead o f Joe Caruso of
rakmg second, third, fourth,
Aquinas.
Leading the way for the sixth and seventh place. M
Lakers were tw o returning Vogt was fifth for the Lakers in
lettennen from last years squad. 27:25, and Duff Shad was ninth
J in Darcy and Bill Vogt. Darcy in 28:06.
The last finisher was Lynn
finished ilt h with a tin e o f
2S:2S, Vogt was 21st finishing Olson o f Ferris, the only female
cross country runner in the
with a tin e o f 26:04.
Aquinas with five runners in state. Lynn bettered her fin t
We finally have soccer at
the twelve won the tean title attempt at five miles by 50
Grand Valley. The former soccer
with 33 points. Wayne State was seconds, and was only five
of the University of
ends behind the next to lari
mcond with 76 points, and
team, Mr. Antonio
North Park College was third
, is willing to teach us all
with 102. Grand Valley finished
fet knows about soccer. We don’t
with 266 points good only for
a n d to be 7’2** or 180 lbs.
11th place.
Anybody who wants to can
f k y . So if you are interested in
Remaining Cross Country Schedule
soccer from scratch or
in a soccer club, or a
Intramural soccer team,
to room 16 in the
at 4 pm on
At Spring Afbor InvitatkxuJ
Tbnrsday. Oct. 5. If you can’t
make k , contact either: Antonio
Berra, ext 127 or Don DuFek,
11:00
eat 259, or Dave Sharpborn. ext
11:00
299,
or
John
Steffens,
N ev .4 M A U D
499-1035.
11:00 AM
18 NAIA

Kalamazoo

SCORING
G.V.S.C.

*

CROSS COUNTRY

Darcy
Adrian First
I I th A T

a

a

a

S-erris

SOCCER
AT

GVSC

r

10-2

Forbidden Gaines

2:00 pm

TJC

Major Barbara

2 A 8:30 pm

132 LHH

GIarenCc
The Pawnbroker

3:30 pm

L.A. Theatre

Cry, The Beloved Country
Boogie Doodle

3 & 7 pm
3 & 7 pm

The Reincarnate

8 pm

Grand illusion

2 pm

10-3

Art Dept.

10-4

English Club

10-6 A K
10-U

Wm. James

10-24

TJC
Art Dept.
English Club
CCA
Wm. James
TJC
Art Dept.
English Club
CCA
Wm. James
TJC
Art Dept.

10-25

English Club

10-26

TJC

10-10

10-1 I
10-13 A 15
10-16
10-17
10-18
10-20 & 22
10-23

10-

30

11

1

-

Wm. James
TJC
English Club
Art Dept.
CCA
Wm. Jam es

TJC
Art Dept.
English Cluh
TJC
CCA
Wm. James
TJC
Art Dept.
English Club
11-17 & 19
11-20
11-21

11-27
11-29
111212-4

30
1A 3

I 2-8 A 10

154 LSH

Wm. James

CCA
Wm. James
TJC
Art Dept.
Wm. James
English Club
TJC
CCA
Wm. James
TJC
CCA

The itaiian Straw Hat
Juliet of the Spirits
Fall of the House of Usher
The Fox
All Quiet on the Western Front
Some Like ft Hot
The White Reindeer
La Boheme
Bonnie and Clyde
King Rat
The Baker’s Wife .
Viridiana
Last Supper
Dutchman
Canon
His Girl Friday
The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter
King and Country
Buster Keaton
Hunchback of Notre Dame
Phantom of the Opera
Trans-Europe Express
Camelot
Red and White

Harry Langdon
FlowerThief
Skin A Hold Me While I’m Naked
Romeo and Juliet
Fiddle-de-dee
Harold Lloyd
Explosion
War Lover
Charlie Chaplin
The World of Apu
Lost Horizon
Le Merle
Start the Revolution Without Me
Paths of Glory
Laurel And Hardy
Throne of Blood
Hoodlum Soldier
Lord Jim
A Phantasy
W.C. Fields
There Was a Crooked Man
Witnesses
The Marx Brothers
Rabbit Run

Tie'-

132 LHH
.132 LHH
132 LHH
154 LSH

2 & 8:30 pm
3:30 pm
3 & 7 pm
8 pm
2 pm
2 A 8:30 pm
3:30 pm
3 & 7 pm
8 pm
2 pm
2 A 8:30 pm
3:30 pm

132 LHH
L.A. Theatre
132 LHH
132 LHH
154 LSH
132 LHH
L.A. Theatre
132 LHH
132 LHH
154 LSH
132 LHH
L.A. Theatre

3 & 7 pm
3 & 7 pm
1 & 8:30 pm
8 pm

132
132
132
132

LHH
LHH
LHH
LHH

154 LSH
132 LHH
132 LHH
132 LHH
L.A. Theatre
132 LHH

2 pm
2 & 8:30 pm
3 & 7 pm
3 & 7 pm
3:30 pm
8 pm
2:00 pm
2 & 8:30 pm
3:30 pm

132 LHH
L.A. Theatre

3 & 7 pm
3 6c 7 put
1 & 8:30 pm
8 pm
2 pm
2 & 8:30 pm
3:30 pm
3 & 7 pm
3 & 7 pm
8 pm
2 pm
2 & 8:30 pm
3:30 pm
2 pm
3 & 7 pm
3 & 7 pm
1 A 8:30 pm
8 pm
2 pm
2 & 8:30 pm
S pm

132 LHH
132 LHM
132 LHH
154. LSH
132 LHH
L.A. Theatre
132 LHH
132 LHH
132 LHH
154 LSH
132LHH
L.A. Theatre
154 LSH
132 LHH
132 LHH
132 LHH
132 LHH
154 LSH
132 LHH
132 LHH

MM

154 LSH

